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Introduction
I ust about twenty years ago, the editors of Dialogue commissioned a gen-
eral survey of subscribers. The results were published in its spring 1987 is-
sue under the title, "The Unfettered Faithful," intended to evoke an image
of religiously committed readers who felt free to explore the issues and
frontiers of Mormon thought beyond the conventional treatments in offi-
cial Church literature. The purpose of this article is partly to replicate and
compare more recent survey results with the earlier ones. Our title refers
not only to the "maturing and enduring" of our faithful readers (two-thirds
of whom are now older than fifty), but also to the same developments in
the journal itself, which has passed through many editorial hands and has
survived more than one period of crisis in its forty-year history, even in re-
cent years. Another purpose for this article is to provide both a descriptive
and an analytical overview of the traits and interests of Dialogue readers at
the opening of a new century, at least as indicated by those readers who re-
sponded to our survey.

The earlier survey was conducted entirely by mail during 1984. The
database at that time included approximately 2,900 names, of whom
four-fifths (2,300) were current subscribers and the rest recently lapsed.
Persistent follow-up efforts produced an eventual return rate of about 60
percent of that database (-1,800), with no appreciable bias perceptible
from nonresponse, except for an underrepresentation of Utah subscrib-
ers and of women. This survey was conducted during 2005 with a data-
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base of about 3,500, but this time including only about half that many
current subscribers, plus another 300 whose subscriptions had lapsed re-
cently. The rest were long-term lapsers or customers who had purchased
something from Dialogue but had never subscribed.

Respondents this time were given the option of sending back paper
questionnaires by mail or taking the survey on the Dialogue website. De-
spite strenuous follow-up efforts, the return rate this time reached only 50
percent among current subscribers and about 30 percent among lapsed
subscribers and others. Of those who did respond, three-fourths used the
mail-back option, and one-fourth used the internet. Nonresponse bias
was again apparent from the underrepresentation of women, probably be-
cause the addresses we had were in the husband's name for most of the
households. Altogether, from the entire database and from both mail and
internet respondents of all kinds, we received 1,332 usable question-
naires. On the whole, a question-by-question comparison between the
1984 and the 2005 surveys shows surprisingly few differences on a percent-
age basis. We will point out some similarities and differences as we go
along.

Respondent Type and Results
Since respondents were of different kinds (current subscribers and

otherwise) and had responded in different ways, we wondered whether
our results had been affected by any of three factors distinguishing the re-
spondent types: (1) whether the respondents who took the survey elec-
tronically (via our website) answered the questions differently from those
who responded on paper by mail; (2) whether the respondents who were
lapsed subscribers answered the questions differently from those who
were current subscribers; and (3) whether those who were long-term sub-
scribers responded differently from those who were more recent subscrib-
ers. Comparisons of these three kinds determined that, on the whole, no
statistically significant differences appeared in the responses to the vari-
ous questions. There were, however, a few exceptions to the "no differ-
ences" generalization:

1. As might be expected, those who responded to the survey through
the Dialogue website were noticeably younger, in general, than those who
responded by mail. They were also more likely to be male and returned
missionaries, but somewhat less inclined than mail-in respondents to be
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orthodox in their beliefs about the Book of Mormon and about how to
deal with Church policies with which they disagreed.

2. Lapsed subscribers, when compared to current subscribers, were
considerably less likely also to be regular readers of other LDS-related pub-
lications (e.g., Sunstone, the Ensign, Journal of Mormon History), so it is not
that they have been replacing Dialogue with this other reading. Lapsers
were also somewhat more likely than others to be female and to be in their
middle years (ages 31-50), when many of life's stresses seem greatest; but
somewhat less likely (60 percent vs. 72 percent) to regard Dialogues tone
and content as objective and independent; or to say that Dialogue
contributed to their spiritual experience.

3. The length of subscription among all respondents, was positively
correlated with age, sex (male), and educational attainment. Also,
shorter-term subscribers were more likely than longer-term ones to visit
the Dialogue website; to prefer issues of Dialogue devoted to single themes
(as opposed to varied content); and to be interested in downloading indi-
vidual articles. Short-termers were less likely, however, to be readers of
other LDS-related publications, or to find "most" enjoyable the personal
essays, book reviews, and letters published in Dialogue. In response to the
question about how they had first learned of Dialogue, most cited friends
and family members, no matter how long they had been subscribers. A
surprising number of subscribers, however, under "Other," wrote that
they had first learned about Dialogue from classmates in LDS institutes, at
BYU, or at other colleges. Only "charter" subscribers in any numbers (20
percent) cited "advertisements" as their first contact with Dia-
logue—referring perhaps to the start-up ads circulated in 1965.

These few differences in responses by subscriber type are not of the
kind or magnitude that might make it difficult to generalize about what
sorts of people read Dialogue. Let us begin, then, with a fairly high level of
generalization: the modal reader.

If responses to our questions were not much affected by currency or
recency of subscription, or by paper vs. electronic response to the ques-
tionnaire, then how might we generalize about our subscribers? What
other characteristics would go into a "portrait" of the most common kind
of Dialogue subscriber today (at least, among those who responded to our
questionnaire)? The modal respondent is a home-owning, married man
over age fifty with a post-graduate degree. He is either in retirement or ap-
proaching it, resides in either Utah or California, is a life-long member of
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the LDS Church and a returned missionary, and attends sacrament meet-
ing virtually every week. He regularly reads the Ensign and many other reli-
gion-oriented publications besides Dialogue. He has subscribed to Dialogue
for at least ten years, reads half or more of every issue, finds the editorial
tone and content of Dialogue to be generally objective, and feels that the
journal contributes to his spiritual and religious growth. He is inclined to
be supportive of Church programs and policies, although he might ex-
press some dissent privately to leaders before going along; and he regards
the Book of Mormon as a divinely inspired document, even if it is not
literal history.

Demographic Traits of Readers
About three-fourths of our respondents were men (perhaps an arti-

fact of patrilineal household addresses). This is the same proportion as we
found in our 1984 survey. Some 81 percent of our readers are married,
again the same proportion as in that earlier survey. Other marital catego-
ries were also about the same.

We are not surprised to see that most of our readers are relatively
old. About 64 percent are over age fifty (more than 40 percent are over
sixty). Almost exactly the same total proportion (60 percent) was between
ages thirty and fifty in our earlier survey. These are probably the same peo-
ple, in large part, but just twenty years older, so we are still not reaching
many in the younger half of the age range, especially those below age forty
(only 17 percent now compared to more than 40 percent in the earlier
survey).

In our earlier survey, 55 percent of our readers lived in the western
states (Rockies to the Pacific Coast), and all the rest were scattered else-
where. Now 72 percent are in the western states (including 33 percent in
Utah and 17 percent in California—i.e., half of all respondents). The rest
are scattered around the country, with some 10-12 percent now found in
the Northeast. Fewer than 1 percent are in the rest of the world
combined.

Dialogue readers have always been well educated. Some 41 percent
have doctoral degrees (about the same as in the earlier survey), and 31 per-
cent claim master's degrees, up from 26 percent earlier. The proportion
with bachelor's degrees is now 21 percent (similar to the 1984 figure of 25
percent), but readers with no college degree are fairly scarce (now 8 per-
cent vs. 12 percent earlier).
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Home ownership is up a bit (90 percent vs. 82 percent earlier), prob-
ably a function of the aging of the readership. The proportions of respon-
dents who are self-employed and those who work for others have both de-
clined, while the retired fraction has gone up to one-fourth—obviously a
function of aging. Sixty-four percent remain in the work world, and the
rest are homemakers or otherwise engaged. Only 2.5 percent of our
readers are students.

Variable Levels of Commitment to Dialogue
Maintaining Subscriptions

There has not been much change between the two surveys in how
long respondents have had subscriptions. A third have subscribed for less
than ten years, another third for twenty-five years or more, and a final
third in between. One in six respondents is still a charter subscriber. Our
newest subscribers (< 4 years) account for more than a fourth of the total,
so our marketing efforts seem relatively effective, though this figure is a lit-
tle lower than that reported in the 1984 survey.

In that survey, only 14 percent reported that their subscriptions had
lapsed. Today about a third of the respondents admit that their subscrip-
tions have lapsed, for longer or shorter periods. We asked them to write
their reasons. Studying these has led us to conclude that most of the rea-
sons are simply pretexts that could be neutralized through skillful promo-
tion and marketing, rather than serious explanations for lapsed subscrip-
tions. For example, a common complaint was a lack of time or money to
keep up on the reading; this reason reflects priorities in subscribers' lives
rather than disaffection with the journal. Other common reasons include
a loss of interest in LDS matters generally, or in the Church itself, due to
changed outlooks across time and life-stages. Quite a few blamed "circum-
stances" or their own negligence for the lapsed subscriptions, suggesting
the continuing need for proactive follow-up on lapsers.

Subscriptions have not increased for more than a decade. Through-
out most of its history, Dialogue (like similar journals) has suffered an an-
nual nonrenewal rate of 10-20 percent, which must be replaced with new
subscribers if the journal is to survive. It is only the time, energy, and ini-
tiative of our business director that have enabled Dialogue subscription lev-
els to remain fairly stable (between 1,700 and 2,000) in recent years. The
increasing online access to all such journals is likely to undermine even
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further the appeal of printed copies, so it is a constant struggle even to
maintain subscriptions, let alone increase them whenever possible.

When we get new subscribers, they tend to come from about the
same sources as twenty years ago. Some 57 percent report having been re-
ferred by family members, relatives, or friends, compared to 61 percent in
the earlier survey. This figure suggests the need for special marketing ef-
forts with current subscribers to get them to help recruit friends and
relatives.

Reader Satisfaction

Sixty-nine percent of our respondents claim to read half or more of
each issue of Dialogue, but they don't share it with others as frequently as
respondents did in 1984. At that time, only a third of the readers failed to
share their copies of the journal with others; but now the figure is over
half. That might mean that the more possessive subscribers are inadver-
tently forcing others to get their own subscriptions; however, that does not
seem to be the case. Among married subscribers, only 44 percent of the
men share their copies with one or more others (presumably including

Q

their wives), while 60 percent of the women share theirs.
More than two-thirds of the respondents regard the content and

editorial tone of the journal to be "objective and independent," while
another 15 percent find that the tone and content seem to vary with the
topic under discussion. Only 10 percent judged the tone "negative and
hypercritical," but a near-matching 8 percent found it "bland and uncrit-
ical." This distribution of responses was very close to the same in the ear-
lier survey, an interesting consistency in reader judgment across time.
Those respondents who chose to amplify their choices with comments
generally seemed to understand that tone and content are bound to vary
across time and topic. Perceptions about tone and content, further-
more, did not vary much by age or education level. Church attendance
did not influence the "objective" verdict very much, but the "negative
and hypercritical" opinion was noticeably higher among those who at-
tend LDS services regularly (12 percent) than among those who do not
(2 percent).

A few readers felt strongly enough about tone and content to record
personal peeves. These comments were far more likely to express irrita-
tion over negative and hypercritical elements perceived in the reading of
Dialogue than over bland and uncritical qualities. Elaborations written in
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for other questions, too (e.g., "what would you most want to change if you
were editor," and "what would you try hardest to keep the same"), con-
stantly stressed the importance of fairness, balance, openness to varied
viewpoints, and the like, while also objecting to articles that seem negative
and hypercritical about the Church. The latter objection occurred three
or four times as often as comments calling for more pointed or "coura-
geous" criticism of the Church. Aside from tone, the write-in responses
also complained fairly often that some of the articles were too academic,
technical, or over the heads of readers.

Another indication of reader satisfaction is found in the responses
to whether Dialogue "contributes to the enrichment of my personal reli-
gious or spiritual experience." A decisive 82 percent agreed, either
strongly or somewhat, again an interesting consistency with the 89 per-
cent in the 1984 survey. This feeling about Dialogue 's impact on spiritual
life was not related to age, education, geographic location, or mission ex-
perience, but it was a little more likely among women than men and
among regular church-goers. An unusually large number of respondents
also wrote comments on this topic, the overwhelming majority being elab-
orations on the "agree" responses—some of them virtual "testimonies"
about Dialogue's effect on their spiritual growth. On the other hand, the
main purpose for elaborating on a "disagree" response was to take issue
with what seemed to be the premise of the question, namely that Dialogue
was supposed to enrich personal spiritual experience. That is, disagreeing
respondents were not particularly unhappy with Dialogue but simply did
not think readers should expect a spiritual experience from it—only an in-
tellectual one. Interestingly enough, this kind of comment came both
from non-LDS (or ex-LDS) readers and from devoutly LDS readers, who
simply thought readers should look elsewhere for their spiritual nourish-
ment. Nearly half reported using Dialogue material, at least occasionally,
in the Church classes they teach.

Preferences of Dialogue Readers in General
It is remarkable to see the stability of readers' preferences in Dialogue

content across the past twenty years. When we compare their rank-order-
ing of "most" and "least" favorite topics then and now, the figures are al-
most identical. They still show rather strong preferences for articles on his-
tory, doctrine, and current social issues, though with some drop in the last
category. They like personal essays, book reviews, and letters to the editor.
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Topic/Feature

History
Doctrine
Current social issues
Personal essays
Book reviews
Letters to the editor
Science
Arts and culture
Fiction
Poetry

Percentage of Respondents

91
83
77
72
69
63
55
26
22
9

Totals *

1,024
1,035

754
779
631
547
696
664
910
935

They look with considerably less favor on poetry, fiction, and articles
dealing with the arts. (See Table 1.)

Two-thirds of the respondents, in 2005 as in 1984, prefer varied con-
tent rather than issues devoted entirely to one topic. However, 87 percent,
the single strongest preference, is for issues containing small clusters of ar-
ticles on a given theme or topic. At the same time, there appears to be
some interest in future books made up of collections of articles on com-
mon topics or themes, taken from back issues of the journal. (Write-in
suggestions especially identified history, doctrine, and social issues as fa-
vored topics for such anthologies.) There might be a marketing opportu-
nity here for small print-runs of thematic books. Half of the readers said
that they would buy such topical books (of reprinted articles), even if they
could download their own copies of individual articles from the Dialogue
DVD or website.

Other Mormon-Oriented Subscriptions
Readers of Dialogue read fairly broadly in other Mormon-related

publications. Two-thirds (68 percent) reported subscribing to (or regularly

TABLE 1
Types of Dialogue Articles and Features Enjoyed Most

Totals of those who responded one way or the other when asked for the three
kinds of articles they liked most and the three kinds they liked least.
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reading) the Ensign (compared to 77 percent in the earlier survey). Other
literature published under LDS Church and/or BYU auspices, and con-
sulted by our readers, include BYU Studies (29 percent vs. 34 percent ear-
lier); Journal of Book of Mormon Studies (17 percent); and FARMS Review of
Books (13 percent). The last two, of course, were only just getting started
twenty years ago.

In the "unsponsored" sector, the biggest overlap occurs with Sun-
stone, which is regularly read and/or subscribed to by 68 percent of our Di-
alogue readers (up from 60 percent in 1984). A fourth of our subscribers
also get the Journal of Mormon History (25 percent, up from 20 percent ear-
lier). Thus, Dialogue seems to have benefited mutually from our various
collaborations with Sunstone and the Mormon History Association. Our
readers also subscribe to the Utah Historical Quarterly (13 percent, down
from 18 percent earlier), the John Whitmer Historical Association Journal (9
percent, scarcely read earlier), Irreantum (the AML journal—9 percent,
scarcely read earlier), and the electronic FAIR Journal (6 percent, nonexis-
tent earlier). However, in the case of Exponent U, only 17 percent of our
readers report subscribing, down from 43 percent in the earlier survey, a
drop perhaps attributable to editorial difficulties in maintaining a regular
publication schedule at Exponent II.

Besides the list of Mormon-related journals and magazines pro-
vided for readers to check off in responding to this question, the survey
invited them also to write in lists of "Other" periodicals that they were
regularly reading. Unfortunately, the question did not specify that it was
referring to "Other" literature of a religious kind, so respondents listed
an enormous variety of periodicals of all kinds, professional and popu-
lar, religious, political, social, literary, and even hobby-related. The reli-
gious periodicals they wrote in included some of the newer Mormon-re-
lated ones (e.g., Mormon Historical Journal) as well as non-Mormon (e.g.,
Christianity Today). A number of electronic journals or sites were also
listed (e.g., Meridian, Times & Seasons). Dialogue readers are especially fo-
cused on religion, but clearly they are widely read in many other fields as
well.

Readers Preferences: Variations by Age and Sex
Age Differences

Age and length of subscription are obviously somewhat related, so
correlations of responses by subscriber longevity often track those related
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Topic/Feature

History
Doctrine
Current social issues
Personal essays
Book reviews
Letters to the editor
Science
Arts and culture
Fiction
Poetry

<30

85
82
79
59
50
52
55
25
32

7

31-40 41-50

87
85
79
63
51
40
52
43
27
12

91
85
73
64
65
56
60
23
28

8

51-60

91
82
80
77
64
64
53
23
20
6

>60

93
81
75
77
79
74
54
23
18
10

'Number**

1,007
1,018

743
764*
617*
537*
638
650*
896*
917

to age. However, neither age nor subscription length produced many
important differences in how respondents answered the survey questions.
For example, age was not a factor in readers' perceptions about the tone
and content of Dialogue or about the influence of the journal on their per-
sonal spiritual experience. In reader preferences, though, younger readers
did not favor personal essays and book reviews as much as older readers
did. The older the readers, the more likely they were to enjoy letters to the
editor, but the less likely to enjoy fiction. Otherwise, age made little
difference in such preferences. (See Table 2.)

A positive correlation appeared between age and the number of
other religion-related periodicals to which readers subscribed—perhaps a
simple function of financial resources. We wondered, however, if the kind
of journal to which readers subscribed (besides Dialogue) might differ ac-
cording to age. To examine this possibility, we first divided the other jour-
nals into (1) faith-promoting (Ensign, Journal of Book of Mormon Studies,
FARMS Review of Books, and FAIR Journal; (2) neutral (Journal of Mormon

TABLE 2
Percentages of Dialogue Content Preferences by Subscriber Age

* Statistically significant <.05 probability level
**Totals of those who responded one way or the other when asked for the three
kinds of articles they liked most and the three kinds they liked least.
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Category of Subscription

Faith promoting only
Faith promoting and neutral
Faith promoting, neutral, and

edgy combinations
Neutral only
Neutral and edgy
Edgy only
N (100%)

<30

36
6

38
2
2

17
53

31-40

25
11

45
2
5

14
133

41-50

15
4

56
2
5

18
226

51-60

17
3

57
1
6

17
272

>60

12
5

63
2
4

15
522

Topic/Feature

History
Doctrine
Current social issues
Personal essays
Book reviews
Letters to the editor
Science
Arts and culture
Fiction
Poetry

Percentage
Men

94
85
72
65
73
66
65
18
16
5

Women

81
74
86
86
57
58
27
50
38
20

Number**

1,024*
1,035*

754*
779*
631*
547
696*
664*
910*
935*

TABLE 3
Percentage of "Other" Subscriptions Correlated to Age*

TABLE 4
Dialogue Content Preferences by Sex

*Significant variation at the p = 0.0001 level.
**The questionnaire asked respondents to identify the three kinds of articles they
liked most and the three kinds they liked least.
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History, Utah Historical Quarterly, Irreantum, and AM CAP Journal); and (3)
"edgy," meaning somewhat adventurous intellectually (e.g., Sunstone and
feminist publications). This rank-ordered trichotomy was definitely corre-
lated with age, but in a surprising way. The older the respondents, the less
likely they were to subscribe only to periodicals in the faith-promoting cat-
egory (see Table 3, row 1), and the more likely they were to subscribe to all
three kinds including those in the "edgy" category (row 3). Otherwise, age
made little difference.

Our younger readers were somewhat less likely to live in Utah, more
likely to live in the northeastern United States, and more likely to be fe-
male than were older respondents. They were also far more likely to have
responded to the questionnaire electronically and to have visited the Dia-
logue website frequently. These differences by age suggest that a different
"profile" for Dialogue readers will emerge after another twenty years.

Differences b;y Sex

Sex is more closely correlated to respondent preferences than is age.
Women seem to share men's strong interest in history, doctrine, and book
reviews, but not by such large margins; they are much less interested in sci-
ence. However, women are far more interested than men in personal es-
says, fiction, poetry, and the arts, and even more interested than men in
current social issues. (See Table 4.)

Men and women were not very different in their judgments about
the tone and content of Dialogue. By large margins, both sexes found the
articles generally objective and independent; but men were twice as likely
as women (11 percent vs. 6 percent) to find Dialogue hypercritical and neg-
ative. Nor did men and women differ much in their belief (by 80 percent
or more) that Dialogue has contributed to their personal spiritual experi-
ence, but women were somewhat less likely to use its articles in preparing
Church lessons or talks, perhaps, we hypothesized, because their teaching
assignments more often involve youth or children. As for their tastes in
other LDS-related literature (faith-promoting, neutral, or edgy), men and
women did not differ to any significant extent.

Finally, women were more likely than men (a third vs. a quarter) to
have been short-term subscribers (< 4 years), and a little more likely to
have let their subscriptions lapse (41 percent vs. 32 percent). Both men
and women are likely to read half or more of each issue, but women were
more likely to share their copies with others (53 percent vs. 41 percent).
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Frequency of Attendance

Weekly or more
Most weeks

Subtotal:
Occasionally
Rarely or never

Percentage

67
11
78
7

16

Women are more likely than men (two thirds vs. half) to have first learned
about Dialogue from personal contacts.

Religious Commitment and Its Implications for Dialogue Readers
Basic Indicators of Religious Commitment

Fully 90 percent of our readers are Latter-day Saints, mostly "lifers"
but including 11 percent who are converts. The 1984 figure was 94 per-
cent. Some 6-7 percent of respondents described themselves as no longer
affiliated with the LDS Church. Most of these are now affiliated with
other denominations. Only seven readers (not 7 percent) are members of
the Community of Christ (formerly Reorganized Church of Jesus Christ
of Latter Day Saints).

Of today's respondents, 67 percent attend LDS services every week
and another 11 percent attend "most weeks." This total of 78 percent is
down from the 88 percent in 1984 for all respondents, LDS and other-
wise. Also, 61 percent of today's LDS readers are returned missionaries, a
question not asked in the earlier survey. Interestingly, however, 41 percent
of even the non-Mormons (probably former Mormons) also served LDS
missions. (See Table 5.)

Today's Dialogue readers are somewhat less docile than earlier read-
ers in their attitude toward the LDS Church and its truth claims, though
the differences are perhaps less than we might expect from the publicity
given to dissenters in recent years. When asked what a Church member

TABLE 5
Frequency of Attendance at Religious Services,

All Respondents, LDS and Others
N = 1,307
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TABLE 6
Preferred Action When Disagreeing with

Response

Accept on faith and comply
Express feelings to leaders, but comply
Dissent privately but avoid open conflict
Gather support from others and petition leaders
Other responses, including mixtures of above
Total (100%)

a Church Policy

Percentage

9
30
37
7

17
1,166

should do "when faced with a Church policy or program with which he
or she does not agree," 9 percent responded that a member should ac-
cept the Church position and try to comply (compared to 10 percent
twenty years ago). Thirty percent agreed with the next response category:
"express your feelings to leaders but then go along," down from 37 per-
cent in 1984. The total of these two categories together ("accept and
comply," plus "express disagreement but comply"), produces a category
that might be called "supportive" (39 percent), down from 47 percent in
the 1984 survey. The other categories, indicative of more serious dissent
("dissent privately" and "gather support from others"), are higher than
the same responses in 1984: a combined 28 percent then, 44 percent
now. Written comments usually said something like "it depends on the
situation" or were mixtures of two or more of the four standard re-
sponses. (See Table 6.)

The past twenty years have also seen some decline in Dialogue re-
spondents' acceptance of the traditional LDS claims about the Book of
Mormon. The 1984 survey asked whether the Book of Mormon is "au-
thentic in any sense"; 94 percent said "yes." The figure from the current
survey is also 94 percent but in a more complicated way. Both surveys
asked the "yes" respondents to identify "in what sense" they regarded the
book as "authentic." Interestingly enough, more responded to this ques-
tion about the kind of "authenticity" than had responded "yes" in the first
instance, suggesting that some of those who said "no" still found the Book
of Mormon "authentic" by some definition. To accommodate respon-
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TABLE 7
Beliefs about the Book of Mormon

Interview question: Do you regard the Book of Mormon as au-
thentic in any sense? If so, how?

Response

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Nature of Authenticity

Literal historical document
History doubtful, teachings divine in origin
Moral teachings sound and pleasing to God
Not divine but authentic 19th-century literature

Percent of Total

36
23
13
15

Authentic in other ways (including combinations) 7
Not authentic in any sense 6

dents who said "no" but then identified the Book of Mormon as authen-
tic in one of the categories, we reclassified some of those responses,
bringing the "yes"total to 94 percent.

The interesting shift, however, is the kind of authenticity attributed
to the Book of Mormon. In 1984, 63 percent gave the orthodox answer
that the Book of Mormon is a literal historical record; the current figure is
36 percent (41 percent for LDS only). In other words, the percentage of
those who accept the literal historicity of the Book of Mormon has de-
creased; current respondents are more likely to have a less literal under-
standing while still accepting the book's authenticity. Twenty-three per-
cent of current respondents agreed with the statement: "Its historicity
might be doubtful, but its theology and moral teachings are of divine ori-
gin." Only 14 percent had checked that answer in 1984, a noteworthy dif-
ference. In 1984, 77 percent of respondents were in the first two catego-
ries combined (literal historical record plus perhaps not historical but
with divine theology and moral teachings). Now the combined figure is 59
percent. The next category was: Its moral teachings are sound and pleas-
ing to God (10 percent then, 13 percent now), followed by the fourth cate-
gory of authenticity: not divine but rather an authentic nineteenth-cen-
tury product (7 percent then, 15 percent now). (See Table 7.) Another 7
percent of current respondents agreed that it was authentic "in other
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TABLE 8
Church Attendance by Book of Mormon Beliefs

Attendance Frequency

Weekly or more
Most weeks
Less often
N (100 percent) =

*A11 significant at the 0.0001

Book Is
Literal History

92
5
3

449

probability level

Teachings of
Divine Origin

81
12
7

287

i

Other

43
16
41

425

ways"—mainly restatements or minor qualifications of the four basic
choices.

No doubt the outpouring of scholarly literature on the Book of Mor-
mon during the past twenty years (whether apologetic or critical) has in-
fluenced these figures. Some 70 percent of our readers acknowledged that
such literature has influenced them "a great deal" or "somewhat" in their
views on the Book of Mormon. The survey asked readers who answered
"no" (did not consider the Book of Mormon "authentic in any sense") to
offer their own explanations for the book's origin and contents. The writ-
ten responses often conflated these two issues, but the most common ex-
planation was Joseph Smith's own imagination, while the second most
common response was, in effect, "I have no idea." Nonbelievers tended to
explain the book's contents as nineteenth-century ideas taken from
Smith's environment, fraud, or plagiarism (though with no clear idea
about the specific source of the plagiarism).

As indicated in Table 8, however, a more "relaxed" definition of
Book of Mormon "authenticity," from literal history to simply divinely in-
spired scripture, is apparently not associated with a significant decline in
Church activity. Attendance weekly or more often is characteristic of 81
percent even of those who hold this less orthodox view. Combining
"weekly or more" attendance with those who attend "most weeks" yields a
total of 93 percent of readers in this category ("divine origin"), virtually
the same as for those holding to the traditional "literal history"view (97
percent combined). Indeed, a majority (59 percent) even of those who at-
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Dialogue Respondents on

Commitment Level

1 Least
2
3
4
5 Most
Totals

TABLE 9
a Composite Scale of Religious

Percent of Total

7
14
32
22
25

100

Commitment

Frequency

83
159
363
246
111

1,128

tribute no divine origin to the Book of Mormon claim regular Church
attendance.

Religious Commitment and Demographic Variations

Religious commitment might be defined in many different ways,
but our questionnaire permits us to define it only operationally and in
terms of only three components: Church attendance, acceptance of
Church policies, and beliefs about the Book of Mormon. However, rather
than attempting to measure the impact of each of these three commit-
ment indicators separately, we have combined them into an additive and
scaled index to create a composite Scale of Religious Commitment that cumu-
latively takes into account the respective weights of each indicator. Thus,
the more "orthodox" a person is on each indicator, the higher will be his
or her religious commitment score. Table 9 displays the distribution of
respondents on this scale.

Measured on this scale, a third of our respondents (32 percent) oc-
cupy a middle category of religious commitment, but half are in the two
highest categories (total of 47 percent). We discovered, furthermore, that
this general distribution is only slightly affected by some demographic fac-
tors, but not nearly so much by age as one might suspect. Table 10 shows
that religious commitment rises in about the same pattern in all age
groups (columns). The youngest age group has the largest percentage of
any groups reaching the "most" committed category (37 percent), but oth-
erwise there is really very little difference across these distributions by age.

Education level, sex, and marital status made little difference in reli-
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Percentages

Commitment Level

1 Least
2
3
4
5 Most
N (100%) =

TABLE 10
of Religious Commitment by Age*

<30

11
6

30
17
37
54

* Statistically significant at the p =

31-40

8
9

40
19
25

141

41-50

11
12
33
21
22

209

.051 probability level

51-60

9
14
30
22
25

246

>60

5
17
31
23
24

469

gious commitment. Residents of Utah and of the midwestern states ap-
peared in the two highest levels of religious commitment more often than
did readers from other areas. Not surprisingly, LDS members, and espe-
cially returned missionaries, were the most likely to appear at the highest
levels of religious commitment, while non-LDS, reaffiliated, and ex-LDS
readers were most likely to appear at the lowest levels—an obvious artifact
of the particular operational definition and measurement of religious
commit- ment used in this particular study.

Influence of Religious Commitment on Reader Preferences

Religious commitment obviously matters a great deal in the lives of
LDS members generally, but applying our Scale of Religious Commit-
ment to various questionnaire responses revealed little or no difference in
many of the responses. For example, in respondent preferences for topics
in Dialogue articles (history, doctrine, science, etc.), religious commitment
did not distinguish much among readers. In Table 11, however, reader at-
titudes toward Dialogue's "tone and content" were correlated with reli-
gious commitment. At least half of the most highly committed experi-
enced Dialogue as "objective and independent," but a fourth of this group
found it "hypercritical and negative." In contrast, three-fourths of the least
highly committed found the journal "objective and independent," while a
fifth found it "uncritical and bland." In general, the "objective and inde-
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TABLE 11
Perceptions of Dialogue Tone and Content

by Religious Commitment

Perceptions of Dialogue

Hypercritical and negative
Objective and independent
Uncritical and bland
Depends on the topic
N (100%) =

*A11 significant at the 0.0001

1 Least

1
74
20
5

76

Religious Commitment Scale
b)i Percentage

2 3 4

1
67
21
11

136

probability level

2 10
78 70
6 2

14 18
339 228

5 Most

25
54

1
20

243

pendent" verdict declined with increased religious commitment. How-
ever, this trend was offset somewhat by the positive correlation between
religious commitment and "depends on the topic."

As already observed earlier, readers in general find that Dialogue con-
tributes to their spiritual and religious experience, a perception that in-
creases with religious commitment, but more in the middle ranges of
commitment than at the highest level. The same general pattern appears
in using Dialogue lessons and talks. Not quite half of the most highly com-
mitted report such uses of Dialogue, but more than half in the middle
ranges do so, while very few at the lowest end of the religious commitment
scale do. This pattern suggests the interesting implication that apprecia-
tion for the spiritual contribution made by Dialogue to religious life is even
greater among readers with moderate-to-strong religious commitment
than among the most strongly committed.

A certain wariness about resorting to "extra-curricular" reading ma-
terial among the most highly committed can be seen also in their relative
lack of exposure to the recent scholarly and scientific literature on the
Book of Mormon, which most of them report has influenced them
"slightly or not at all" in their understanding of that book of scripture. In
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TABLE 12
Use of Other Mormon-Related Literature

by Church

Category of Other Literature

Faith-promoting only
Faith-promoting and

neutral
Faith-promoting, neutral,

and edgy combinations
Neutral
Neutral and edgy
Edgy only
N (100%) =

*A11 significant at the 0.0001

1 Least

9

3

38
3

11
36
64

Commitment*

Religious Commitment Scale

2

6

1

33
4

11
45

136

probability level

b;y Percentage

3

12

2

65
3
6

13
343

4 5

15

8

70
0
1
7

101

Most

30

10

57
1
2
2

240 266

contrast, 52 percent of the least highly committed report "a great deal" of
influence from such literature.

The same wariness among the most highly committed can be seen in
their "other" religious subscriptions. They were the most likely to sub-
scribe exclusively to periodicals of the "faith-promoting" variety, while the
least highly committed were, as expected, the most likely to take "edgy"
journals. Actually, however, most Dialogue readers were very eclectic in
their preferences for this "other" literature. The largest category of choice
among the entire range of religiosity was the middle or "most mixed"
combination. (See Table 12.)

Implications of the 2005 Survey
Our readers are (perhaps not surprisingly) quite homogeneous in

their intellectual outlooks and reading tastes, as the description of the
"modal" Dialogue reader shows. Demographic differences, such as age,
sex, education level, region of residence, and even frequency of Church at-
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tendance generally make relatively little difference in the intellectual out-
looks of our readers. Compared with the 1984 survey, this fairly homo-
geneous readership seems to have remained quite stable for decades. It
might therefore be considered our base constituency. Any strategy adopted
to increase circulation of the journal should perhaps look first and fore-
most at new potential subscribers with a similar profile. Any broadening
of that profile should probably be sought mainly at the margins. Market-
ing efforts should always take account of the likely impact of any promo-
tional or editorial strategy upon that base constituency, lest outreach
efforts to very different kinds of readers jeopardize the loyalty of the
existing base.

The relative homogeneity of this base constituency includes a fairly
devout attitude toward Mormonism, though perhaps more of a
"Liahona" type of Mormon than an "Iron Rod" type. Elements of this
attitude include embracing the essential divinity of the Book of Mormon,
if not its literal historicity; attending church regularly; and generally sup-
porting—or at least accepting—questionable Church policies and pro-
grams, even if with reservations. This outlook, however, does not con-
done actions or publications that are perceived as attacking the Church or
scorning its truth-claims. A rejection of the negative and hypercritical
came through again and again in the open-ended comments written by re-
spondents on their questionnaires—and at a far higher frequency than the
opposite kind of comment—namely, complaints that Dialogue had lost its
"critical edge" and become too bland.

Readers are not looking to Dialogue as a substitute for the Ensign, to
which the great majority of them already subscribe; but neither are they
seeking a vehicle to reform the Church or update its doctrines and poli-
cies. Our readers expect and want treatments of difficult and controver-
sial issues in LDS history, doctrine, and social life, but they want those
treatments to be balanced, if not wholly "objective," and they want more
than one side of a controversy presented, preferably in the same issue of
the journal. This characterization comes very close to a similar conclusion
about the 1984 survey and for most of the same reasons, which, in turn,
seems a close reflection of what Eugene England and his associates had in
mind when they founded Dialogue forty years ago. We have, in other
words, a tradition. Dialogue also has an established role in the broader
LDS culture, described in positive terms even in the quasi-official Encyclo-
pedia of Mormonism.
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Unlike 1984, however, our subscriber base is now heavily skewed to-
ward an older age. One reason, of course, is the aging of the founding gen-
eration. Another might be the loss of potential subscribers from the youn-
ger and middle age groups, who became wary about Dialogue and similar
publications after admonitions by conservative Church leaders, starting
in the early 1980s, became more pointed and sterner by the end of that de-
cade. A third reason might be the more critical edge that became appar-
ent in a few Dialogue articles during the 1990s and/or an inadequate pro-
gram for maintaining and building subscriptions in the same general pe-
riod. The print-run for issues by the end of 1987 had exceeded 5,000 (not
all of which would have been for subscribers). About 1990, subscrip-
tions began to fall and, by the end of that decade, stood at less than 2,000,
where they have remained, more or less, ever since.

The younger age groups have been disproportionately affected by
this drop-off. At present, only 4 percent of Dialogue subscribers are thirty
or younger, compared to double that figure twenty years ago. Even those
in the 30-40 age group account for only 12 percent (vs. 30 percent ear-
lier). Subscribers in their 40s account for a fifth of our total (19 percent).
Taken together, all of these younger age groups (20s, 30s, 40s) total 38 per-
cent of our subscribers. The rest are over fifty. It is not at all clear why Dia-
logue has not been attracting younger readers with the same success that it
attracted their parents' generation. There seems no reason to believe that
younger readers have different tastes and preferences from those of older
readers in kinds of articles (see Table 2) or that younger readers are look-
ing for more "edgy" or adventurous articles (Table 4).

Somehow the students and other younger people among our poten-
tial subscribers must be attracted to Dialogue in larger numbers and con-
vinced of the need to become and to remain as committed subscribers.
They are crucially important to the survival of Dialogue, not only in the im-
mediate future, but also because, in the long run, they are likely to become
the well-educated and affluent supporters who will be able to keep Dia-
logue going as major donors, as editors, and as members of the board of di-
rectors. They need to take to heart the realization that without them and
their resources, there simply will be no Dialogue to provide the rich trove
of literature that they and their children will be expecting to depend
upon.

Like other publications in the LDS "unsponsored sector," Dialogue
will always have to struggle to enlarge its subscriber base or even to main-
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tain it. In this effort, minimizing subscriber attrition is at least as impor-
tant as enlisting new subscribers. A comparison of lapsed subscribers with
current ones indicates that the lapsers are somewhat more likely to be fe-
male, single, and middle-aged; to be reading less from any LDS-related
publications; and less likely to find Dialogue articles "objective." However,
the "reasons" given by lapsed subscribers when asked to write them down
did not, on the whole, reflect dissatisfaction with the journal as much as
lack of time or money, their own negligence in failing to renew, or
sometimes communication failures with the business office.

As for enlisting new subscribers, the questionnaire shows the impor-
tance of referrals from friends and relatives, a source that has consistently
brought in about 60 percent of new subscribers. Ads in newspapers and
magazines have never proved very effective, but relationships with Sun-
stone and the Journal of Mormon History prove to be good sources of poten-
tial new subscribers. For Dialogue to survive to the half-century mark, it
will need the subscriptions and support of a lot more people, especially
younger ones, from the "market niche" already reflected in its current sub-
scriber base and from any others who see the value in what Dialogue offers.
The board of directors and the editorial team, for their part, will need to
remain constantly alert to cultivate and maintain a public image for Dia-
logue that bespeaks its tradition of religious and intellectual integrity,
independence, openness, and balance.

Notes
1. Armand L. Mauss, John R. Tarjan, and Martha D. Esplin, "The Un-

fettered Faithful: An Analysis of the Dialogue Subscribers Survey," Dialogue: A
Journal of Mormon Thought 20, no. 1 (Spring 1987): 27-65.

2. Some of that history has been provided in three important articles by
Devery S. Anderson: "A History of Dialogue, Part One: The Early Years,
1965-71," 32, no. 2 (Summer 1999): 15-66; "A History of Dialogue, Part
Two: Struggle toward Maturity," 33, no. 2 (Summer 2000): 1-96; and "A His-
tory of Dialogue, Part Three: The Utah Experience," 35, no. 2 (Summer
2002): 1-70. Anderson promises additional installments of this history in
the near future.

3. A general tabulation of the numerical results from this latest survey
appears on www.dialoguejournal.com, "Survey Results" (in the left-hand side
box).

4. The research team for this survey consisted of the three authors. The
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questionnaire was slightly modified from the 1984 version. The conduct and
management of all aspects of the preparation and mailing of the question-
naire, together with the follow-up procedure, and the processing and format-
ting of the incoming data, were all handled by Professor Robert W. Reynolds,
Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Weber State University. We are
deeply grateful to the university, the department, and many of the depart-
ment staff for their sponsorship and support of this project. John D. Remy, a
graduate student in religious studies at Long Beach State University and a sys-
tems analyst in the Division of Undergraduate Education at the University of
California-Irvine, prepared the electronic version of the questionnaire and
processed the incoming data before transmitting them to Professor Reynolds.
His role, too, was vital in this project. Armand L. Mauss, professor emeritus
of sociology, Washington State University, who had directed the 1984 survey,
provided general coordination for this project and wrote much of the final
text for this article.

5. On questions calling for answers from all respondents, non- response
rates on each question ranged from minuscule (much of the time) to 14 per-
cent. The totals reported in many tables do not add up to the original 1,332,
since not all respondents answered every question.

6. Note that statistical significance refers to the probability that a cer-
tain distribution of figures in a table could have occurred by chance. The
higher that probability, the lower the statistical significance. By convention,
the highest tolerable probability is .05, or five chances in a hundred. This
kind of significance is different from substantive significance, which refers to
how important a finding is in some sense.

7. As contrasted with "average," the "modal" respondent is the kind
that responded most frequently.

8. The Dialogue website was launched in 2002, and its use cannot be
compared to any earlier date. Seventy-eight percent of the respondents re-
ported that they "rarely or never" visit the website, and only 5 percent do so at
least monthly. Such an uneven distribution may simply result from the
skewed age distribution of Dialogue respondents. During the past year or so,
however, the Dialogue website has been greatly expanded with new features
and other content, and the raw number of visits rose from 6,165 in April
2005 to more than 9,000 in April 2006. Purchases through the website regu-
larly constitute from 20% to 25% of annual Dialogue sales. Many who are not
actual subscribers to the journal seem to be seeking copies of selected articles
or entire back issues, as well as new subscriptions, DVDs, and other products.

9. Copies of the written comments for these and most other questions
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on the survey can be obtained electronically by request to the Business Office
at http://www.dialoguejournal.com/. The concerns, criticisms, kudos, and
suggestions in these comments are again remarkably consistent with those in
the 1984 survey. Mauss, Tarjan, and Esplin, "The Unfettered Faithful,"
54-65.

10. The close correlation of age and length of subscription is indicated
by the statistics gamma (.68) and r (.59).

11. Various forms of these indices are common in the social science lit-
erature; the 1987 article reports the application of a fairly simple one in Ta-
bles 5-9. The one used here is somewhat more complex and refined. For de-
tails, contact Robert Reynolds at rreynolds@weber.edu.

12. Church attendance is normally a variable that influences opinion
and taste in the United States. Our statistical analyses have generally been
limited to bivariate relationships: one dependent variable vs. one independ-
ent variable. For a number of our dependent variables of interest, we con-
structed some multivariate regression equations, but they yielded little addi-
tional information or predictive power beyond the bivariate tables already
presented. For more information, contact Rob Reynolds.

13. The terms come from Richard D. Poll's classic article, "What the
Church Means to People Like Me," Dialogue: A Journal of Mormon Thought 2,
no. 4 (Winter 1967), 107-17.

14. Mauss, Tarjan, and Esplin, "The Unfettered Faithful," 40; Ander-
son, "History of Dialogue, Part One," 42ff.

15. David J. Cherrington, "Societies and Organizations," The Encyclope-
dia of Mormonism, 4 vols. (New York: Macmillan Company, 1992), 3:1389, re-
ported that Dialogue, like a number of other unsponsored LDS cultural insti-
tutions, serves "at least six important functions for Church members and/or
the Church." These included "increased affiliation and social support . . . an
opportunity to learn and distribute new insights about theology... historical
events, and current practices . . . add to the collection of Mormon literature
. . . in artistic or scholarly ways . . . serve as an outlet where individuals with
unorthodox beliefs can share their questions, concerns, and doubts . . . [and]
promote change [such asl the elimination of racism and sexism."

16. See, e.g., Dallin H. Oaks, "Alternate Voices," Ensign, May 1989,
27-30. See also Mauss's reflections on this article, "Alternate Voices . . . The
Calling and Its Implications," Sunstone, Issue 76 (April 1976): 7-10.

17. Anderson, "History of Dialogue, Part Three," 60.
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